
Showerlux Legacy Single Slider
     Installation Instructions



 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          

 

 

 

 



PACKS LIST

SILICONE & GUN

SPIRIT LEVELTAPE MEASURE

RUBBER HAMMERSPANNERDRILL

FLAT HEAD & CROSS 
HEAD SCREWDRIVER

PENCIL

c

6、 3. 2)( DRILL BIT     

TOOLS REQUIRED

Q

      Showerlux 'LEGACY' shower enclosures can be installed
      without the need to step inside the Shower tray area.
           

Please follow the instructions carefully

Please Read Carefully
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STEP 1

STEP 3

STEP 2

Please ensure the shower tray is level
in all directions as shown above 

Push fit end caps (G) into the top & bottom rails as shown.
Ensure the caps (G) are positioned to the fixed panel opening.
With end caps in position, silicone the channel approx 10mm 
across as shown above.

1.Push fit the top covers (H) as shown above.
 

2.Slot the fixed panel into the allocated area within the rails & apply screws (O) as shown
   in diagram above. Then slot the top rail into position and secure using screws (O)
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STEP 4

1.Push fit the top covers (H) as shown above. 

2 .Push fit the vertical flipper seal (L) to the fixed panel as shown
   above (flipper on seal to be to the In/Wet side of the fixed panel).

Push fit the vertical compensators (B) ensuring the visible punch 
holes are on the outside of the enclosure to allow external fixing.
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Position the enclosure 11mm in from the ledge of 
the tray to the face shown above. Ensure the vertical
wall compensator is positioned to the outside of the tray
with the holes visible for external fixing. Ensure the
frame is level and mark the points for drilling.

Drill the holes using a 6mm masonry drill
 then insert the raw plugs as shown.

  Reposition the frame and attach the wall compensator with the 
screws (O) ensuring the frame is level.
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1.)  Fit the handle first (Q), then push fit vertical magnet (J) to handle side of 
      the door & the vertical flipper seal (K) to the rear, as shown above.

2.)  Attach the top roller assembly (E) and the bottom roller (F) making sure the
      wheels are on the outside face of the glass, When fitting ensure the top & bottom
      roller assembly bodies are flush with the glass face as shown above.

      Please note: Top roller (E) has the 'Hex Drive' fitting in comparison to the Bottom
       roller (F) which is a 'Phillips' fitting.

Hang the door in position by locating the
top roller into the rail as shown above.

Locate the bottom roller into the lower rail.  Push the
lower face of the roller down, as shown above, to lock 
the roller into the lower rail.
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Adjustment & Alignment can be achieved by using the 3mm allen key. 
Position the allen key into the bolt which is located in the top roller assemblies. 

Secure the frame to the wall compensator using parts (P) & (M). 
Ensure the product is level prior to fixing, as shown above.

STEP 13
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 Push fit vertical cover (C) as shown above.

  Apply a small amount of sealant before push 
  fitting the covers (I)as shown above.
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SHOWERLUX  HELPLINE:02476 882518                                               SHOWERLUX(UK)  Ltd.

                Fax:02476 882539                                                    Sibree Road,Coventry,West Midlands CV3 4FD

        Email:technical@showerlux.co.uk                                                           Tel:02476 639400

        Email:spares@showerlux.co.uk                                                               Fax:02476 305457

Due to a policy of continuous improvenment and product development, Showerlux UK
 Limited reserves the right to amend specification without notice

From the outside of the enclosure apply sealant down the full length of the vertical 
wall 
compensators and across the base of the lower rail as shown above. 

Ensure to seal 50mm up the external rail joints as shown in the diagram to the right.

Failure to do so can seriously effect the products performance.



PRODUCT SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
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